Remote Team Collaboration
Enabling the team to collaborate remotely by creating the right virtual work environment
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Enabling Remote Team Collaboration

New formats need new rules

„

New ways of working and pragmatic solutions for remote collaboration are more in demand than ever. Hours of traveling
for meetings or content workshops just to be in the same room with the team for a short period of time is becoming less
common and working from home is increasingly important - especially in the context of Covid-19.
Virtual collaboration is not only becoming easier, but also more and more popular due to the numerous tools for video
conferencing and virtual collaboration available on the market.
However, empowering the team for remote collaboration goes beyond using the right tools for specific use cases. In
addition to defining new ways of communicating and working, a framework for content sharing and creation and virtual
socializing should also be created.
Once the framework for a virtual work environment is established, working remotely can not only have a positive
influence on employee satisfaction, but also on employee productivity and can result in an innovation boost as well as
creating competitive advantages.
In this e-booklet we have summarized our experiences in virtual collaboration, which we have gained in our daily work
with a wide variety of project teams.
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Enabling Remote Team Collaboration

Especially now, empowering the team to collaborate remotely is crucial for effective
collaboration.
Communication & exchange

Content sharing & creation

_ Use predefined communication channels for
different types of communication (phone vs.
chat vs. e-mail)

_ Detailed checklist for remote workshops
(organization, preparation)
_ Agree rules for remote meetings and workshops
to involve all participants

_ Decide together on communication rules
_ Making communication as clear and precise as
possible

Tool usage
_ Publish recommendations on which tools should be
used for specific applications and provide tool
training
_ Do not overwhelm the team with too many tools,
but focus on a few essential tools
_ Integrate tools sensibly for better team interaction
and higher productivity

Remote
Collaboration

_ Use a structured and up-to-date online file system
instead of sending e-mail attachments

Virtual socializing
_ Strengthening the team spirit by establishing
interactive formats such as virtual team events
_ Enable daily informal exchanges, e.g. through
virtual coffee breaks, to promote team spirit and
keep team productivity and commitment high

All our projects are remote ready! For an efficient and goal-oriented project work we establish a remote-based project management for the
customer's team in various important aspects of remote collaboration!
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Enabling Remote Team Collaboration

Successful remote collaboration requires the creation of a sustainable virtual working
environment.
Set up a virtual collaboration environment
_ Establish new ways of working and communication
_ Keep team engaged, connected and keep operations running (get-workdone)
_ Get used to and gain experience in new working environment and
increase trust in virtual collaboration

Establish a virtual collaboration culture
_ Rethink organization-wide collaboration culture and workforce
flexibility
_ Transform to a sustainable and long-term virtual environment
_ Increase employee productivity, satisfaction and work life balance
_ Boost innovation and create competitive advantages

_ Keep motivation and team culture high (virtual socializing)
Hands-on and pragmatic tips help to keep focus on the essential measures and to quickly achieve tangible results:
_ Create meeting checklists (e.g. video conferencing, virtual workshops)
_ Shorten meetings while increase meeting frequency and agility

_ Create remote learning culture and develop professional remote
training curriculum

_ Setup small and agile teams with clear targets

_ Provide guidelines for a professional knowledge management

_ Clarify role of each employee in remote setting and set clear
expectations

_ Digitalize processes for a seamless remote working experience

_ Establish tool guideline and best practice sharing sessions for tool usage

_ Establish process to continuously test and rollout tool innovations (e.g.
augmented- or virtual reality enabled tools)

_ Encourage mentality to test and try new tools by active communication

_ Setup team for professional management of collaboration toolbox

_ Schedule in-office-like, daily ceremonies (e.g. remote handouts, coffee
breaks)
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Enabling Remote Team Collaboration

Using the right tools for different purposes is important to increase productivity in a
remote working environment
Purpose

Use Cases

Exemplary tools

Collaboration & content
creation

_ Creation of slides, documents, sheets
_ Synchronous / parallel work
_ Workshops (brainstorming / problem solving)

MS Office 365, MS
Whiteboard, Miro

Miro: Miro is an interactive whiteboard
With a broad variety of features. It helps to quickly
brainstorm and sketch ideas.

Virtual socializing &
team building

_ Informal team meetings (coffee break, handouts)
_ Team games / after work activities

MS Teams, Kahoot

Kahoot!: Kahoot! is a game-based interaction and team
platform for quizzes. It comes with many features for quizzes.

File sharing

_ Cloud based file storage system
_ Version control and access management
_ Centralized knowledge database

MS SharePoint, MS
OneDrive, Dropbox

MS OneDrive: MS OneDrive is a cloud platform for file
storage and synchronization. It is highly integrated with
Office applications (e.g. Word, PowerPoint).

Virtual meetings &
conferencing

_ Regular team meetings / weekly status meetings
_ Presentations and decisions (SteerCo)

MS Teams, Zoom,
Google Hangout

MS Teams: MS Teams is a communication and collaboration
application with numerous features (e.g. chat & video, file
storage, channels, app integration)*

Project task
management

_ Track deliveries by date and responsible
_ Overview on different teams and workstreams
_ Virtual Kanban board / backlog prioritization

MS Planner, Jira,
Slack, Trello

MS Planner: MS Planner allows to create and organize work
within teams (in MS Teams). Especially, the visualization
features support a good team coordination.

Personal task
management

_ Check lists and task due dates
_ Prioritization of tasks

MS Outlook ToDo,
MS OneNote

MS OneNote: MS OneNote is used for personal organization
and team collaboration. It comprehensively shows
information (e.g. notes, slides, sketches).

Polling

_ Live polling for meeting participants
_ Team integration (feedback, sentiment poll)

Mentimeter, Poll
Everywhere

Poll Everywhere: Poll Everywhere captures instant feedback
during virtual meetings. Benefits are many polling options
and the user intuitive interface.
*for MS Teams best practices visit our Youtube channel
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Your point of contact

Do you have questions about Remote Team Collaboration? Feel free to contact me
directly.

Sebastian Schindler
Senior Consultant
+49 173 346 58 52
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